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Lecture 1: Stalking the Higgs boson
• Preliminaries on Higgs physics
• Pre-LHC searches
• The discovery

Lecture 2: Studying the Higgs boson
• Overview of Run 1 studies
• Summary of recent Run 2 results
• Future prospects



July 4, 2012: “Higgsdependence Day”

Seminar at CERN, July 4, 2012
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Not the origin of mass

• Galilean and Newtonian concept of mass:

• Einstein: does the mass of a system depend on its energy content?

• Atomic level: binding energy ~O(10 eV) è ~10-8 of the mass
• Nuclear level: binding energy ~O(4 MeV) è ~1% of the mass
• Nucleon level: binding energy è ~98% of the mass!
è Most of the (luminous) mass in the universe comes from QCD confinement energy

• The Higgs mechanism: making the weak force weak (massive W and Z bosons) and allowing fermion masses 
in the theory.

Inertial mass (F=ma) Gravitational mass (P=mg)

Single concept of mass

Conserved intrinsic property of matter where the total mass of a system 
is the sum of its constituents

Rest mass
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Not the only “massive problem” we have

• Combination of Comic Microwave Background data with Hubble 
expansion data from Type Ia supernovae have taught us about 
the “dark side” of the universe we live in.

• So, only 5% of the universe is the stuff we know about. And we 
are trying to learn about the 2% contribution (non-QCD binding 
energy related) to that 5%???

• Why should we care? 

Dark matter effect on galaxy rotation curves
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Not the only “massive problem” we have

How would it be without elementary particle masses?

• Electron mass: me=511 keV
Bohr radius:  a=1/(αEM me)
è if me=0 then no atomic binding!!

• W boson mass: mW=80 GeV
Fermi constant: GF~1/mW

2

è if no mass or lower mass then shorter combustion time at 
lower temperature!

Everything would be very different!



Historical context
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1864-1958: Theory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) à abelian group

1933-1960: Fermi model of weak interactions à effective interaction

1954: Yang-Mills theories for gauge interactions à non-abelian group

1957-1959: Schwinger, Bludman and Glashow introduce W bosons to describe weak charged currents

è Birth of the idea of a unified description of electromagnetic and weak interactions via the 

gauge group.

BUT, local gauge symmetry forbids gauge bosons and fermion masses!

SU(2)L x U(1)Y



SSB visualized
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State is rotationally invariant, 
but highly unstable

System goes into stable ground state,  
but symmetry is broken



SSB visualized
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“Mexican-hat” potential

• Potential is rotationally invariant, V(0) is unstable
• Ground-state has non-vanishing vacuum expectation value v

Where does this play a role in physics?



The beginnings of SSB 
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1928: Werner Heisenberg
• First idea stems from condensed matter physics
• Heisenberg: theory of ferromagnetism

1947: Nicolay Bogoliubov
• Superfluidity (Bose-Einstein condensate)
• Phase transformation (U(1) symmetry)

1950: Ginzburg & Landau
• Explain superconductivity via charged Bose-Einstein condensate
• Full theory in 1957 by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS Theory)



Analogy with superconductivity
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• Below a certain critical temperature electrical resistance in some 
elements almost completely vanishes. 

• Described in BCS theory (1957):
• At very low T atomic movement quite low.
• Electron attracts atom, lattice of positive ions gets polarized, 

second electron gets attracted by positive charge 
è two electrons form (Cooper) pair

Further reading : L. Dixon, “From superconductors to supercolliders”
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/beamline/26/1/26-1-dixon.pdf

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/beamline/26/1/26-1-dixon.pdf


SSB – Global Symmetry
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• Goldstone Theorem: massless scalars (“Goldstone bosons”) occur in a theory with  SSB (or more accurately 
where the continuous symmetry is not apparent in the ground state)

Problematic: a massless particle should have been found already!  è Need to find a way to eliminate it



A way out?
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2010 Sakurai Prize for Theoretical Particle Physics:

"For elucidation of the properties of spontaneous symmetry breaking in four-dimensional relativistic 
gauge theory and of the mechanism for the consistent generation of vector boson masses"

Carl R. Hagen
Univ. of Rochester

Francois Englert Gerald S. Guralnik
Brown University

Peter W. Higgs
Univ. of Edinburgh 

Robert Brout
Universite Libre de Bruxelles

T.W.B. Kibble
Imperial College
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All players in the same PRL issue…

• Solution on quantum level: starting from Feynman diagrams
• Scalar boson implied, but not explicitly mentioned

• Started from the classical Lagrangian
• Prediction of massive scalar boson

• Remove problem of massless Goldstone bosons
• More detailed, discussed more technical aspects



The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model
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Milestone PRL (1967)
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The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model

• Data on electromagnetic and weak processes suggested that the interactions are invariant under weak isospin SU(2)L
and weak hypercharge U(1)Y transformations è start from SU(2)LxU(1)Y invariant Lagrangian (3+1 generators à 3+1 
gauge bosons)
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The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model
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The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model



What about the fermions?
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What about the fermions?
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Higgs-boson interactions
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Main consequences of the GWS model 
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Main consequences of the GWS model 
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Theory chosen to describe weak 
charged current interactions 

Consequence of the 
choice of developing the 
Higgs field in the neutral 

and real part of the 
doublet 



Main consequences of the GWS model 
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Theory chosen to describe weak 
charged current interactions 

Consequence of the 
choice of developing the 
Higgs field in the neutral 

and real part of the 
doublet 

PREDICTED!

PREDICTED!



Main consequences of the GWS model 
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1973: Discovery of neutral weak currents 
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And The Prize arrived…
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Vector-boson scattering
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Triple gauge couplings

Quartic gauge 
couplings

Higgs-gauge boson 
couplings



Vector-boson scattering
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• Without a “light” Higgs boson (mH<1 TeV) the vector boson scattering process would violate perturbative unitarity.

Higgs boson contribution cancels increase at large √s

One of the basis of the No Loose theorem at the LHC!

Not only a motivation for the Higgs mechanism but is also a strong constraint on its mass 
(if you believe in perturbative unitarity…otherwise, the weak force will become strong!)



1976: The birth of Higgs Physics
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Nucl. Phys. B 106 (1976) 292 



Pre-LEP Higgs boson bounds
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Stalking the Higgs Boson
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Indirect constraints
• Precision EW observables sensitive to the 

Higgs-boson mass via quantum corrections.

mH< 152 GeV (95% CL)

GF=1.166367(5) x 10-5 GeV-2 (muon lifetime)

a= 1/137.035999679(94) (quantum hall effect)

mZ = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV (LEP1)

mW = 80.385 ± 0.015 GeV (Tevatron+LEP2, as of March 2012) 

mt = 173.2 ± 0.9 GeV (Tevatron, as of March 2012) 



Stalking the Higgs Boson
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mH> 114.4 GeV (95% CL)

Direct searches at LEP (1989-2000)
• In e+e- collisions up to √s=209 GeV.                           

Mostly via hàbb, tt decays.

Some hints (~1.7s) of a SM-like Higgs boson with mH~115 GeV. 
We know now it was just a statistical fluctuation.



Stalking the Higgs Boson
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Indirect constraints
• Precision EW observables sensitive to the 

Higgs-boson mass via quantum corrections.

mH< 152 GeV (95% CL) mH> 114.4 GeV (95% CL)

Direct searches at LEP (1989-2000)
• In e+e- collisions up to √s=209 GeV.                           

Mostly via hàbb, tt decays.

114.4 < mH< 171 GeV (95% CL)

Combining indirect and direct constraints



Hadron colliders take over

• SppS Collider @ CERN: 1981-1984
• pp collisions at √s=400 GeV

• Tevatron Collider @ Fermilab: 10-year long Run II ended Sept. 30th, 2011.
• pp collisions at √s=1.96 TeV. 

• Large Hadron Collider (LHC) @ CERN: only hadron collider in operation today.
• pp collisions at √s=7,8 TeV (2010-2011, 2012), 13 (2015-2018), 13.6 TeV (2022-).

Large Hadron Collider
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SM Higgs production at hadron colliders

Main production mechanism

LHC
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SM Higgs production at hadron colliders

Next most important production mechanism

LHC
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SM Higgs decay modes
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mH<135 GeV: Hàbb dominates

mH>135 GeV: HàWW dominates

Via quantum fluctuations!             
Very sensitive to New Physics!



Search strategies
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• Defined by a combination of theoretical and experimental considerations, e.g. is the expected rate high enough?, 
can we isolate the signal events?



Hàgg
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Searching for Hàgg
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• A rare Higgs decay mode but most sensitive search at 
mH<125 GeV!
Prob(Hàgg)~0.2%

• Simple strategy:
• Identify two energetic photons
• Compute their invariant mass
• Search for a bump on top of a smoothly-declining 

background

• So need:
• Good photon identification capabilities
• Good photon energy resolution
• Categorization of events depending on their intrinsic 

sensitivity (e.g. better measured events, or with 
characteristics that are rare in background, etc)



Searching for Hàgg

• LHC detectors were designed having this search in mind!
• Efficient photon identification with excellent background rejection from jets misidentified as photons

è Requires finely segmented calorimeters
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“Fake” photonReal photon

p0àg g

Only 1 in 105 jets 
fakes a photon



Searching for Hàgg

• LHC detectors were designed having this search in mind!
• Efficient photon identification with excellent background rejection from jets misidentified as photons
• Excellent diphoton mass resolution: ~1.2%-6%

è Requires best possible energy resolution from electromagnetic calorimeter 
(also corrections for material upstream the calorimeter, etc)

CMS electromagnetic calorimeter built from crystals of lead tungstate (PbWO4) 
è an extremely dense but optically clear material 43



Searching for Hàgg

• LHC detectors were designed having this search in mind!
• Efficient photon identification with excellent background rejection from jets misidentified as photons
• Excellent diphoton mass resolution: ~1.2%-6%
• Event categorization to fully profit from distinctive features.

è Improve overall sensitivity by keeping high/low S/B categories separate.
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E.g. vector-boson fusion-like events are purest
è Requires being able to identify jets very close to the beam pipe



Searching for Hàgg

• LHC detectors were designed having this search in mind!
• Efficient photon identification with excellent background rejection from jets misidentified as photons
• Excellent diphoton mass resolution: ~1.2%-6%
• Event categorization to fully profit from distinctive features.

è Improve overall sensitivity by keeping high/low S/B categories separate.
è Increase sensitivity to different production modes
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The birth of a particle
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The birth of a particle
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~200 signal events

ATLAS and CMS observe signal-like excesses at the same mass (~125 GeV)



The birth of a particle
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Many different event categories considered, so hard to visualize a possible signal 
è plot all events in same histogram with different event categories weighted by their expected purity



HàZZ(*)à4l
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Searching for HàZZ(*)à4l
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• An even rarer Higgs decay mode if both Z bosons are 
required to decay into electrons or muons!
Prob(HàZZà4e, 4µ or 2e2µ)~0.01%

• But it makes this channel a golden discovery mode over 
most of the mass range:
• Clean signature with very small background (mainly 

non-resonant ZZ production)
• Can reconstruct Higgs mass with good resolution è

again, bump hunt!
• Main limitation is that it requires high statistics (but 

eventually this won’t be a problem!)

• So need:
• Efficient lepton identification down to low energies
• Good lepton energy resolution

Signal

Background



Searching for HàZZ(*)à4l
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• An even rarer Higgs decay mode if both Z bosons are 
required to decay into electrons or muons!
Prob(HàZZà4e, 4µ or 2e2µ)~0.01%

• But it makes this channel a golden discovery mode over 
most of the mass range:
• Clean signature with very small background (mainly 

non-resonant ZZ production)
• Can reconstruct Higgs mass with good resolution è

again, bump hunt!
• Main limitation is that it requires high statistics (but 

eventually this won’t be a problem!)

• So need:
• Efficient lepton identification down to low energies
• Good lepton energy resolution

Signal

“Blinded”



HàZZ(*)à4µ candidate event
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m12=84 GeV

m34=34.2 GeV

m4l=123.5 GeV



The birth of a particle
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ATLAS and CMS observe signal-like excesses at the same mass (~125 GeV)



The birth of a particle
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ATLAS and CMS observe signal-like excesses at the same mass (~125 GeV)



Statistical methods
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Statistical interpretation
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Profile likelihood ratio
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µ : signal strength

𝜃: nuisance parameters parameterizing impact of uncertainties



Fitting the signal strength
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Excluding a signal hypothesis
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Median expected limit

(b-only hypothesis)

Exclude at 95% CL values of 
µ for which CLs<0.05



Local significance of an excess
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Median expected significance

(s+b hypothesis)



Local vs global significance
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Local vs global significance
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Approximate formula

For more details:



Summing it all up
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Combination of results

• Today we just discussed about the search modes with best mass resolution, but searches were performed in many 
other modes (HàW+W-, Hàbb, Hàt+t-, etc).

• Combination of multiple search channels yields the greatest sensitivity!
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Remember, a-priori we 
don’t know the mass so 
need to look everywhere…

mH values for which limit on s/sSM is <1, are excluded at 95% CL 

Signal cross section excluded 
at the 95% confidence level 
relative to the SM prediction



LHC combined limits
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Excluded

• The ATLAS data is inconsistent with the presence of a SM Higgs boson over a wide mass range! 
Excluded at 95% CL: 111 < mH < 122 GeV, 131 < mH < 559 GeV
A narrow region remains unexcluded, because there is a signal-like excess!

• Similar conclusions achieved by the CMS experiment!



Tevatron combined limits
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Excluded

• Expected exclusion: 90 < mH < 120 GeV, 140< mH < 184 GeV
Observed exclusion: 90 < mH < 109 GeV, 149 < mH < 182 GeV

• 95% CL limit at mH=125 GeV: 1.06xSM (expected), 2.44xSM (observed)



Significance of the results

675.9s at mH=126.5 GeV 5.0s at mH=125.5 GeV

• p0: probability that the data could come from a model with no Higgs boson.
• Very high standards:

Evidence benchmark è p0 = 0.00135 (3 Gaussian standard deviations)
Discovery benchmark è p0 = 2.6 x 10-7 (5 Gaussian standard deviations)



A textbook discovery
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Rolf-Dieter Heuer (Director General of CERN)

As a Layman: We have it!



One year later…
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One year later…
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H 0

The Higgs boson enters the
Particle Data Group listing!



What have we learned?
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Open questions

• With the discovery of the Higgs boson the Standard Model 
is “complete”.

• However, the Higgs sector is somehow the least elegant 
sector of the Standard Model:
• It accounts for most unknown parameters                

(masses and mixing angles).
• There is no underlying gauge principle.

• Is it the Higgs boson of the Standard Model?
• Is it elementary or composite?
• What makes µ2 negative?
• What’s the explanation for the flavor mass 

hierarchy?
• Is the mechanism responsible for the mass of 

gauge boson also responsible for fermion 
masses?

• Is the Higgs sector minimal?
• Is there a connection between the Higgs sector 

and dark matter?



Next lecture
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Lecture 1: Stalking the Higgs boson
• Preliminaries on Higgs physics
• Pre-LHC searches
• The discovery

Lecture 2: Studying the Higgs boson
• Overview of Run 1 studies
• Summary of recent Run 2 results
• Future prospects



Backup
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SSB – Local Symmetry
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SSB – Local Symmetry
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SSB – Local Symmetry
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